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Abstract

Objective: This study analyzed three-dimensional echocar-
diography (3DE) combined with the triglyceride–glucose
(TYG) index to evaluate the long-term prognosis of patients
after percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). Methods:
The clinical data of 102 patients who were treated with PCI
after admission to our hospital from January 2020 to De-
cember 2020 were retrospectively analyzed. All the pa-
tients were followed up for 24months to evaluate their long-
term prognosis. The occurrence of cardiovascular and cere-
brovascular events in all the patients was recorded. Car-
diovascular and cerebrovascular events refer to a series
of diseases or conditions of the heart and the cerebrovas-
cular system, including sudden cardiac death. Patients
with cardiovascular events were assigned to the exposed
group, while those without cardiovascular events were in-
cluded in the nonexposed group. The left ventricular end-
diastolic volume (LVEDV), left ventricular end-systolic
volume (LVESV), left ventricular mass index (LVMI), left
ventricular remodeling index (LVRI), left ventricular ejec-
tion fraction (LVEF), standard deviation of time to peak
of left ventricular 16 segments (Tmsv16-SD), maximum
time difference (Tmsv16-Dif), and difference between the
3DE index and the TYG index were collected. Logistic
regression analysis was performed on the indicators with
differences to analyze the influencing factors of the long-
term prognosis of patients after PCI. The receiver operat-
ing characteristic (ROC) curve was drawn. The sensitivity,
specificity, area under the curve (AUC), and Youden index
were calculated. The best predictive cutoff value was de-
termined. The predictive value of the 3DE index and the
TYG index, either alone or in combination, was observed
for long-term prognosis after PCI. The relationship between
the 3DE index and the TYG index was explored. Result:
The 2-year follow-up results showed that 22 patients ex-
perienced cardiovascular events, and they were included in
the exposed group, accounting for 21.57%. The remaining
80 patients without cardiovascular events were included in
the nonexposed group, accounting for 78.43%. A signifi-
cant difference was found in creatinine (Cr), high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), LVEDV, LVESV, LVMI,

LVRI, LVEF, Tmsv16-SD, Tmsv16-Dif, and the TYG in-
dex between the exposed group and nonexposed group (p
< 0.05). Cr, HDL-C, LVEDV, LVESV, LVMI, Tmsv16-
SD, Tmsv16-Dif, and the TYG index in the exposed group
were higher than those in the nonexposed group (p< 0.05).
The exposed group also had lower LVRI and LVEF than the
nonexposed group (p < 0.05). Logistic regression analysis
of the indicators with differences showed that Cr, HDL-
C, LVEDV, LVESV, LVMI, LVRI, LVEF, Tmsv16-SD,
Tmsv16-Dif, and the TYG index were the major factors
that affect the long-term prognosis of patients after PCI,
with odds ratio values >1. Correlation analysis showed
that the TYG index was positively correlated with LVEDV,
LVESV, LVMI, Tmsv16-SD, Tmsv16-Dif, and the TYG
index (r = 0.565, 0.678, 0.696, 0.702, 0.788, 0.804, p <

0.05). Moreover, it was negatively correlated with LVRI
and LVEF (r = –0.580, –0.674, p < 0.05). The sensitivity
and specificity of the 3DE index combinedwith the TYG in-
dex in predicting long-term prognosis after PCI were 0.818
and 0.950, respectively, which were significantly higher
than those of the 3DE index or the TYG index alone. The
Youden index was 0.768, the AUC value was 0.922, and
the optimal threshold was 36.64. Conclusion: The 3DE
index and the TYG index were influencing factors for the
long-term prognosis of patients after PCI, and a correlation
existed between the 3DE index and the TYG index. The
3DE index combined with the TYG index can improve the
predictive efficiency of the long-term prognosis of patients
after PCI.
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Introduction

Coronary heart disease (CHD) belongs to a class of
cardiovascular diseases with high clinical incidence. It
refers to the accumulation of plaque in the coronary arter-
ies, causing the lumen to acquire a state of stenosis or occlu-
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sion, affecting blood flow to the heart, and leading to my-
ocardial hypoxia or necrosis of the disease [1]. Under the
influence of various factors, such as fatigue and emotional
fluctuations, CHD is prone to serious complications that
can endanger the life of patients [2]. Percutaneous coro-
nary intervention (PCI) is one of the primary therapeutic
measures for patients with coronary artery disease; it pro-
motes hemodynamic restoration by unblocking stenotic or
occluded coronary arteries, restoring myocardial blood per-
fusion [3]. PCI is not only less invasive, but it can also
be as effective as desired [4]. However, PCI treatment has
some drawbacks; for example, the occurrence of postop-
erative cardiovascular events results in poor prognosis for
patients and the burden of undergoing a second surgery [5].
Therefore, the prevention and treatment of PCI prognosis
have gradually become a popular topic of clinical concern.
Among various techniques, three-dimensional echocardio-
graphy (3DE) can truly provide the 3D structure of the
heart, and it has been widely used in the clinical assessment
of the left ventricular volume and function in patients with
coronary artery disease [6]. In accordance with a relevant
study [7], the recovery of cardiac function can be evaluated
via the 3DE measurement index after PCI, proving its con-
siderable value for the prognostic assessment of patients.
The triglyceride–glucose (TYG) index belongs to the syn-
thetic index of triglyceride related to blood glucose in the
fasting state; it is an effective evaluation index of insulin re-
sistance and exhibits a good predictive effect on the occur-
rence of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular diseases, coro-
nary artery calcification disease, and asymptomatic coro-
nary heart disease [8]. A related study found that the TYG
index is closely related to the prognosis of patients who un-
derwent PCI [9]. However, the value of 3DE combined
with the TYG index in assessing long-term prognosis after
PCI has rarely been reported clinically. Therefore, the clin-
ical data of 102 patients who underwent PCI in our hospital
from January 2020 to December 2020 were retrospectively
analyzed to investigate the value of 3DE combined with the
TYG index in the long-term prognosis after PCI of such pa-
tients. This study also aims to provide a reference for the
assessment of patients post-PCI.

Subjects and Methods

Research Subjects

The clinical data of 102 patients (60 males and 42 fe-
males) who underwent PCI in our hospital from January
2020 to December 2020were retrospectively analyzed. The
mean age of the patients was (59.32 ± 2.86) years, ranging
from 55 years to 65 years. This study obtained ethical ap-
proval from the institutional review board, and all the pa-
tients provided informed consent.

Inclusion criteria: (1) Patients diagnosed with stable
angina pectoris in accordance with the latest guidelines and
expert consensus [10]. (2) The stenosis rate of diseased ves-
sels was at least 75% in accordance with coronary angiog-
raphy. (3) PCI was performed and complete revasculariza-
tion was achieved in our hospital. (4) Patients with com-
plete long-term follow-up and clinical data. Exclusion cri-
teria: (1) Patients with congenital heart disease, cardiomy-
opathy, or rheumatic heart disease. (2) Patients with other
organ diseases, such as diseases of the liver and kidney. (3)
Patients with endocrine system or coagulation system dis-
eases. (4) Patients with severe diseases, such as malignant
tumors. (5) Patients with cardiac pacemakers. (6) Patients
who underwent urgent PCI for acute coronary syndrome.

Methods

Therapeutic Methods

All the patients received symptomatic treatments,
such as oxygen inhalation, nutritional support, antiplatelet
aggregation, and anticoagulation; antihypertensive, hypo-
glycemic, and hypolipidemic treatments; and oral statins af-
ter admission. In accordance with the specific conditions of
the patients, PCI was performed after 12 h of treatment. The
major PCI procedure was as follows. Multilocation coro-
nary angiography was performed through the right femoral
artery to determine whether the patients were eligible for
PCI. After determining whether the patients met the cri-
teria for treatment, a balloon pre-dilated stent or a direct
stent was implanted depending on the angiographic find-
ings. The right femoral artery was selected as the puncture
route and punctured using the Seldinger method. Then, a 6F
sheath was inserted with 6000–8000 U of low-molecular-
weight heparin (0.4 mL; Qilu Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.;
5000 IU; SFDA approval no.: H20030429, Jinan, Shan-
dong, China), and whether a pacemaker should be placed
was determined in accordance with the actual situation of
the patients. The sheath was removed 4 h after surgery,
and a localized pressure bandage was applied for 30 min.
The sheath was wrapped with sterile gauze and bandage and
could be removed after 24 h. Postoperatively, patients con-
tinued to receive various symptomatic treatments, such as
statins, anticoagulation, oxygen inhalation, and antiplatelet
aggregation.

3DE Examination

Instrument. A Philips EPIQ 7C echocardiography device
(Philips Corporation, 20193062262, Amsterdam, Holland)
with a 3D ultrasound heart model system and an X5-1 probe
was selected, with a probe frequency of 3.5 Hz to 5.0 Hz.

Examination methods. The electrocardiography (ECG)
device was connected, the ultrasonic probe was placed in
the apical position, and the angle of the probe was adjusted
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Fig. 1. Evaluation of cardiac function after percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) by using the three-dimensional echocar-
diography (3DE) technique.

to ensure that the apical four-chamber and two-chamber im-
ages could be clearly displayed. The depth, gain, focus,
and fan angle of an image were adjusted to ensure the most
ideal display in the left ventricle. When the ECG was sta-
ble, it was changed to the heart model, and the fan angle
and depth were adjusted to ensure that the volume frame
rate was at least 18 Hz. The patients were instructed to start
holding their breath at the end of expiration. Four consecu-
tive cardiac cycles were collected, and at least three 3DE
dataset acquisition effort were made. In-machine analy-
sis was performed on the obtained 3DE measurement data.
The images obtained in the heart model mode were selected
and the heart model key was pressed to automatically re-
construct the 3D cardiac cavity contour of the left ven-
tricle. Each segment with poor automatic reconstruction
was manually adjusted. QLAB 4.2 quantitative analysis
software (Philips Corporation, 20172702464, Amsterdam,
Holland) was used to select five sampling points of the left
ventricular endocardium at the level of the mitral valve in
the two-chamber view and at the apex in the four-chamber
view. The left ventricular end-diastolic volume (LVEDV),
left ventricular end-systolic volume (LVESV), left ventric-
ular mass index (LVMI), left ventricular remodeling index
(LVRI), left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF), standard
deviation of time to peak of left ventricular 16 segments
(Tmsv16-SD), and maximum time difference (Tmsv16-
Dif) were automatically outputted in the software, as shown
in Fig. 1.

LVEF, LVEDV, LVESV, and other indicators were au-
tomatically calculated on the basis of the 3DE dataset with
a high frame rate for CHD patients. The 3D contours of the
heart obtained via automatic reconstruction were observed
with the naked eyes, and the inaccurate segments wereman-

ually adjusted during local automatic delineation. Then, the
3D color model of the left ventricular chamber was gener-
ated again, and the values of LVEF, LVEDV, and LVESV
were recorded.

Biochemical Detection

Before and after PCI operation, 5 mL of fasting serum
samples were collected from all the patients, centrifuged,
and separated to obtain sera, which were stored at –20 °C
until detection. The serum samples were taken out dur-
ing the test, and the indicators were determined using a
BS-200 automatic biochemical analyzer (Shenzhen Min-
dray Medical Co., 20192220392, Shenzhen, Guangdong,
China). The primary measurement indicators included fast-
ing plasma glucose (FPG), triglyceride (TG), creatinine
(Cr), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), low-
density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), and urea nitrogen
(BUN). The TYG indexwas calculated, and the specific cal-
culation formula was as follows: TYG index = In [the prod-
uct of the fasting serum triglycerides and fasting blood glu-
cose values/2] (the potential threshold for TYG was 9.05–
9.09, and higher than 9.09 was used as a prognostic thresh-
old for identifying individuals at risk of diabetic nephropa-
thy).

The 3DE and laboratory test data of all the patients
were collected after surgery.

Follow-up

After PCI, patients were followed up for 24 months
to evaluate their long-term prognosis comprehensively.
Follow-up in written form was conducted in detail to record
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Table 1. Occurrence of cardiovascular events after PCI (n = 102).
Cardiovascular events and their occurrence time points (month) Number of cases (n) Proportion (%)

Heart failure (8, 11, 13, 17, 18, and 22) 6 5.88
Angina pectoris recurrence (6, 9, 11, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, and 24) 9 8.82
Stent thrombosis (12, 16, 19, and 23) 4 3.92
Target-vessel revascularization (13 and 17) 2 1.96
Death from cardiac causes (21) 1 0.98

Table 2. Comparison of basic data between the exposed and nonexposed groups.
Projects Number of cases Exposed group (n = 22) Nonexposed group (n = 80) χ2/t p

Gender
Male 60 14 (63.64) 46 (57.50)

0.268 0.605
Female 42 8 (36.36) 34 (42.50)

Age (years) 59.10 ± 2.94 59.68 ± 3.12 0.781 0.436
Body mass index (kg/m2) 21.68 ± 2.40 22.10 ± 2.58 0.686 0.494
Smoking history
Yes 28 5 (22.73) 23 (28.75)

0.314 0.575
None 74 17 (76.27) 57 (71.25)

Drinking history
Yes 20 4 (18.18) 16 (20.00)

0.036 0.849
None 82 18 (81.82) 64 (80.00)

Family history of heart disease
Yes 6 1 (4.55) 5 (6.25)

0.091 0.763
None 96 21 (95.45) 75 (93.75)

History of renal insufficiency
Yes 5 1 (4.55) 4 (5.00)

0.008 0.930
None 97 21 (95.45) 76 (95.00)

Anticoagulants
One kind of 56 12 (54.55) 44 (55.00)

0.001 0.970
Two kinds of 46 10 (45.45) 36 (45.00)

Basic diseases
Hypertension 25 4 (18.18) 21 (26.25) 0.607 0.436
Diabetes 20 3 (13.64) 17 (21.25) 0.910 0.340
Hyperlipidemia 18 3 (13.64) 15 (18.75) 0.504 0.478

Cardiac function classification
Level III 44 9 (40.91) 35 (43.75)

0.057 0.812
Level IV 58 13 (59.09) 45 (56.25)

Lesion site
Left main coronary artery 40 8 (36.36) 32 (40.00)

0.096 0.757
Three coronary lesions 62 14 (63.64) 48 (60.00)

Interventional path
Transradial artery 84 19 (86.4) 65 (81.25)

0.311 0.577
Transfemoral artery 18 3 (13.64) 15 (18.75)

TIMI grade
Level 2 11 3 (13.64) 8 (10.00)

0.237 0.626
Level 3 91 19 (86.4) 72 (90.00)

Complete revascularization
Yes 94 20 (90.90) 74 (92.5)

0.060 0.806
No 8 2 (9.09) 6 (7.50)

Postoperative monitoring days (range) complication 2.17 ± 0.73 2.31 ± 0.68 0.842 0.402
None 82 18 (81.82) 64 (80.00)
Major complications (bleeding/vascular injury) 7 1 (4.55) 6 (7.50) 0.224 0.610
Secondary complications (renal insufficiency) 13 3 (13.64) 10 (12.50)
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Table 3. Comparison of the 3DE index, TYG index, and laboratory indicators between the exposed group and the nonexposed
group.

Project Exposed group (n = 22) Nonexposed group (n = 80) t p

Cr (µmol/L) Preoperative 124.85 ± 10.32 118.90 ± 10.78 2.313 0.023
Postoperative 114.21 ± 9.12 112.45 ± 8.78 0.824 0.412

HDL-C (mmol/L) Preoperative 1.10 ± 0.12 0.99 ± 0.15 3.168 0.002
Postoperative 1.24 ± 0.17 1.38 ± 0.20 2.996 0.003

LDL-C (mmol/L) Preoperative 3.15 ± 0.42 3.10 ± 0.36 0.556 0.579
Postoperative 2.31 ± 0.29 2.27 ± 0.19 0.773 0.441

BUN (mmol/L) Preoperative 5.70 ± 1.06 5.36 ± 1.14 1.257 0.212
Postoperative 6.02 ± 0.98 5.97 ± 0.93 0.221 0.826

LVEDV (mL) Preoperative 110.25 ± 11.25 102.54 ± 10.88 2.922 0.004
Postoperative 106.41 ± 10.27 98.02 ± 9.37 3.643 0.000

LVESV (mL) Preoperative 74.76 ± 7.42 70.32 ± 6.50 2.751 0.007
Postoperative 68.31 ± 6.48 62.45 ± 5.32 4.360 0.000

LVMI (g/m2) Preoperative 98.65 ± 5.60 95.42 ± 5.14 2.561 0.012
Postoperative 82.56 ± 4.21 78.34 ± 3.88 4.436 0.000

LVRI Preoperative 1.70 ± 0.32 2.04 ± 0.46 3.252 0.002
Postoperative 2.42 ± 0.40 2.73 ± 0.45 2.927 0.004

LVEF (%) Preoperative 47.20 ± 6.88 51.82 ± 6.95 2.767 0.007
Postoperative 53.73 ± 7.81 58.41 ± 7.69 2.520 0.013

Tmsv16-SD (ms) Preoperative 8.78 ± 1.20 7.82 ± 1.32 3.078 0.003
Postoperative 7.45 ± 1.05 6.98 ± 0.88 2.126 0.036

Tmsv16-Dif (ms) Preoperative 38.65 ± 4.70 36.14 ± 4.32 2.368 0.020
Postoperative 35.87 ± 3.94 32.32 ± 3.27 4.310 0.000

TYG Index Preoperative 9.58 ± 1.58 8.60 ± 1.62 2.526 0.013
Postoperative 8.24 ± 1.21 7.69 ± 1.04 2.119 0.037

Cr, creatinine; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; BUN, Blood urea
nitrogen; LVEDV, left ventricular end-diastolic volume; LVESV, left ventricular end-systolic volume; LVMI, left ventric-
ular mass index; LVRI, left ventricular remodeling index; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; Tmsv16-SD, standard
deviation of time to peak of left ventricular 16 segments; Tmsv16-Dif, maximum time difference; TYG, triglyceride–
glucose.

the occurrence of cardiovascular events in all the patients.
These cardiovascular events mostly included heart failure,
angina recurrence, stent thrombosis, target vessel revascu-
larization (reoperation of any target vessel part), and cardiac
death.

The definition of cardiovascular events was described
in detail as follows. Heart failure was defined as a clinical
situation in which patients needed to undergo a new heart
failure treatment or adjust the original treatment because of
cardiac function decline. Angina recurrence referred to the
recurrence of angina symptoms after PCI that requiredmed-
ical intervention. Stent thrombosis was a confirmed stent-
related thrombotic event. Target vessel revascularization
referred to any re-interventional or surgical operation re-
quired for the target vessel part that was initially treated
with PCI. Cardiac death meant that the cause of death was
directly related to a heart disease.

Observation Indexes

The differences of the 3DE and TYG indexes between
the exposed group and the nonexposed group were ob-
served, and logistic regression analysis was performed to
analyze the influencing factors of long-term prognosis after
PCI. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was
drawn to analyze the predictive value of the 3DE index and
the TYG index either alone or in combination for long-term
prognosis after PCI, and the relationship between the 3DE
index and the TYG index was analyzed.

Statistical Methods

SPSS 23.0 statistical software (IBM SPSS statistics,
Chicago, IL, USA) was used to analyze the data. The count
data were expressed as percentage and detected via χ2 test.
Themeasurement data were expressed as (± s) and detected
via t-test. Pearson correlation analysis was used to screen
out the indicators with statistically significant differences
between the two groups. The test standard was α = 0.05,
and binary logistic regression analysis was performed. p
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Table 4. Multivariate analysis of prognostic factors after PCI.
Influencing factors β value SE p Wald value OR value 95% CI

Cr 0.545 0.784 0.012 6.254 1.442 −1.0125–1.7832
HDL-C 0.570 0.720 0.025 6.126 1.638 −1.1282–2.0576
LVEDV 0.628 0.843 0.010 11.788 1.650 −1.1130–1.8845
LVESV 0.690 0.887 0.005 15.422 1.715 −1.1368–1.8520
LVMI 0.542 0.565 0.014 4.015 1.840 −1.0684–1.9250
LVRI 1.288 0.424 0.008 8.747 1.590 −1.1230–1.8996
LVEF 0.969 0.613 0.014 9.214 1.632 −1.0521–2.1325
Tmsv16-SD 0.661 0.702 0.008 9.356 1.688 −1.0776–2.1425
Tmsv16-Dif 0.783 0.798 0.002 12.248 1.650 −1.0698–1.8052
TYG index 0.695 0.733 0.006 6.089 1.696 −1.1320–1.8990
SE, standard error; OR, odds ratio.

Table 5. Correlation analysis between the TYG index and the
3DE index.

Indicators
TYG Index

r p

LVEDV 0.420 0.035
LVESV 0.458 0.029
LVMI 0.410 0.020
LVRI −0.492 0.018
LVEF −0.450 0.022
Tmsv16-SD 0.502 0.018
Tmsv16-Dif 0.518 0.009
TYG index 0.534 0.004

< 0.05 was considered statistically significant. The ROC
curve was used to calculate the sensitivity, specificity, area
under the curve (AUC), and the Youden index, and to deter-
mine the best predictive cutoff value. The predictive value
of the 3DE index and the TYG index either alone or in com-
bination for long-term prognosis after PCI was analyzed.

Result

Prognosis Situation after PCI

Regular postoperative follow-up was performed once
a month for 2 years. No patient was lost during the follow-
up period, and only one patient died of heart disease at the
21st month. The follow-up results showed that 22 patients
had cardiovascular events within 2 years after surgery, ac-
counting for 21.57% (22/102). They were included in the
exposed group. The specific types of cardiovascular events
are listed in Table 1. The remaining 80 patients had no car-
diovascular events within 2 years after surgery, accounting
for 78.43% (80/102). They were included in the nonex-
posed group.

Comparison of Basic Information between the Exposed
Group and the Non-Exposed Group

No significant difference was observed in gender, age,
body mass index, smoking history, drinking history, fam-
ily history of heart disease, history of renal insufficiency,
anticoagulant drugs, underlying diseases, cardiac function
classification, lesion location, interventional route, coro-
nary blood flow grade (Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarc-
tion [TIMI] Study Group grade), complete revasculariza-
tion, postoperative monitoring days, and complications be-
tween the exposed group and the nonexposed group (p >

0.05), as indicated in Table 2.

Comparison of the 3DE, TYG, and Laboratory Indexes be-
tween the Exposed Group and the Nonexposed Group

No significant difference was found in the levels of
LDL-C and BUN between the exposed group and the non-
exposed group before and after surgery (p> 0.05), but a sig-
nificant difference was observed in Cr, HDL-C, LVEDV,
LVESV, LVMI, LVRI, LVEF, Tmsv16-SD, Tmsv16-Dif,
and the TYG index (p < 0.05). The Cr, HDL-C, LVEDV,
LVESV, LVMI, Tmsv16-SD, Tmsv16-Dif, and the TYG in-
dex of the exposed group were higher than those of the non-
exposed group before and after surgery (p < 0.05), while
LVRI and LVEF in the exposed groupwere lower than those
in the non-exposed group (p< 0.05), as indicated in Table 3.

Multivariate Analysis of Prognostic Factors after PCI

The logistic regression analysis of the indicators with
differences showed that Cr, HDL-C, LVEDV, LVESV,
LVMI, LVRI, LVEF, Tmsv16-SD, Tmsv16-Dif, and the
TYG index were the major factors that affect the long-term
prognosis of patients after PCI, with odds ratio (OR) values
>1. The details are provided in Table 4.
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Table 6. Predictive value of the 3DE index and the TYG index either alone or in combination for long-term prognosis after PCI.
Characteristics AUC values Sensitivity  Specificity Youden index Optimal threshold values

LVEDV 0.688 0.545 0.763 0.308 111.78
LVESV 0.731 0.545 0.925 0.470 76.26
LVMI 0.865 0.727 0.888 0.615 96.11
LVRI 0.724 0.513 0.909 0.422 2.00
LVEF 0.666 0.863 0.455 0.317 45.25
Tmsv16-SD 0.776 0.818 0.725 0.543 8.16
Tmsv16-Dif 0.657 0.682 0.625 0.307 30.00
TYG index 0.770 0.864 0.625 0.489 8.21
3DE index combined with TYG index 0.922 0.818 0.950 0.768 36.64

Fig. 2. ROC curves of the 3DE index and the TYG index either alone or in combination for predicting long-term prognosis in
patients after PCI. ROC, Receiver Operating Characteristic; AUC, Area Under Curve.

Correlation Analysis between the TYG Index and the 3DE
Index

The correlation analysis showed that the TYG index
was positively correlated with LVEDV, LVESV, LVMI,
Tmsv16-SD, Tmsv16-Dif, and the TYG index (p < 0.05),
but negatively correlated with LVRI and LVEF (p < 0.05).
Table 5 presents the details.

Prognostic Value of the 3DE Index and the TYG Index ei-
ther Alone or in Combination for Long-Term Prognosis af-
ter PCI

The sensitivity and specificity of the 3DE index com-
binedwith the TYG index in predicting long-term prognosis
after PCI were 0.818 and 0.950, respectively, which were
significantly higher than those of the 3DE index or the TYG
index alone. The Youden index was 0.768, the AUC value
was 0.922, and the optimal threshold was 36.64, as shown
in Table 6 and Fig. 2.
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Discussion

CHD is the second most common cardiovascular dis-
ease in China; with a rapid onset, which takes less than 1 h
from onset to death, and heavy burden of resuscitation and
treatment, CHD seriously affects people’s health [11–13].
PCI is the primary treatment method for this disease, and its
effect on CHD has been fully confirmed by clinical studies
[14,15]. In the diagnosis and treatment stages, the case data
accumulated from past clinical work showed a significance
in evaluating the prognosis of patients with coronary artery
disease after PCI by using 3DE combined with the TYG in-
dex. Therefore, the current study sorted out and analyzed
the clinical data of patients after PCI in 2020 for the retro-
spective study, aiming to summarize the experience, deter-
mine the rule, and guide clinical practice. However, some
patients may suffer from cardiovascular events after PCI,
which may affect their prognosis [16]. Patients are typi-
cally followed up for 3–6 months after PCI to observe the
efficacy and condition of adverse drug reactions. However,
our hospital conducted follow-up for 2 years to reconfirm
the prognosis and the practice of bad lifestyle habits through
physical examination, laboratory tests, and assessment of
cardiac function. Long-term follow-up observation is ben-
eficial for the recovery of patients with coronary artery dis-
ease and the development of disease prognosis. This study
showed that 22 patients (21.57%) experienced cardiovas-
cular events during the 2-year follow-up after PCI, and this
finding was consistent with the results of one clinical re-
port [17]. A variety of imaging techniques can be used to
evaluate the efficacy and prognosis of patients after surgery,
such as coronary angiography; however, this examination
exhibits the disadvantages of invasiveness and high cost
[18,19]. Therefore, more reasonable and scientific evalu-
ation methods for prognosis must be explored.

3DE can detect the heart from all directions, obtain-
ing a wide range of full-volume 3D structure database of
the heart without the help of geometric shape assumptions,
including the true 3D shape of the left ventricular chamber;
it can evaluate the postoperative cardiac function recovery
of patients in accordance with the size, shape, and function
of the heart chamber [20–22]. LVEDV, LVESV, LVMI,
LVRI, and LVEF can reflect ventricular remodeling, vol-
ume, and systolic function. This study found that LVEDV,
LVESV, and LVMI in the exposed group were higher than
those in the nonexposed group (p < 0.05), whereas LVRI
and LVEF in the exposed group were lower than those in
the nonexposed group (p< 0.05), suggesting that the evalu-
ation of ventricular remodeling, volume, and systolic func-
tion via 3DE after PCI can help the clinical judgment of the
long-term prognosis of patients. Under normal physiologi-
cal conditions, the ventricle maintains rapid, neat, and reg-
ular synchronous systolic pumping. If a patient has CHD,
then a lack of synchronization of the ventricular wall mo-

tion may occur. Left ventricular systolic synchrony can
be evaluated by analyzing Tmsv16-SD, Tmsv16-Dif, and
other indicators [23–25]. Tmsv16-SD and Tmsv16-Dif in
the exposed groupwere higher than those in the nonexposed
group (p < 0.05), suggesting that wall motion indexes re-
lated to 3DE can effectively evaluate the long-term progno-
sis of patients who underwent PCI.

The TYG index was first proposed in 2008. It is a new
type of synthetic index related to glucose and triglyceride.
The TYG index is convenient to use for detection and easy
to calculate; it does not require multiple blood drawings and
complex laboratory equipment, and thus, it has broad ap-
plication prospects in clinical practice [26,27]. The TYG
index can reflect the status of insulin resistance, and it has
a good predictive value for cardiovascular diseases [28]. A
relevant study showed that the TYG index has high sensi-
tivity and specificity, and a high level of the TYG index
is associated with symptomatic CHD [29]. After adjusting
for various confounding factors, Peters et al. [30] found
that the TYG index is one of the major factors for the poor
prognosis of CHD patients with diabetes. The TYG index
of the exposed groupwas higher than that of the nonexposed
group (p < 0.05), suggesting that a high level of the TYG
index may be related to the poor prognosis of patients after
PCI.

The innovation of the current study is that it observes
the influencing factors of the long-term prognosis of pa-
tients after PCI and analyzes the relationship between the
3DE index and the TYG index. It further confirmed the
value of the 3DE index combined with the TYG index in
judging the long-term prognosis of patients after PCI. The
sensitivity and specificity of the combination of the 3DE in-
dex and the TYG index for the prediction of long-term prog-
nosis after PCI were 0.818 and 0.950, respectively, which
were significantly higher than those of the 3DE index or
the TYG index alone, suggesting that the combination of
the two indexes achieved higher prediction efficiency. In
addition, this study found that Cr and HDL-C were also the
major factors that affect the long-term prognosis of patients
after PCI. This result is similar to that of a previous study
[31], indicating that high levels of Cr and HDL-C can lead
to poor prognosis after PCI.

The current study also has several limitations. (1) A
single-center sample study is actually conducted. A com-
prehensive assessment of a multicenter study will be added
to the detailed information of patients to increase the exter-
nal validity of the study. (2) The dynamic monitoring of the
3DE and TYG indexes cannot be collected completely be-
cause this study is retrospective. The work lacks a compre-
hensive mastery of assessment of the patients during prog-
nosis and is affected by the follow-up of the treatment. (3)
Several characteristic information, such as underlying dis-
eases, history of drinking and smoking, and anticoagulant
drugs used in the postoperative period, is not considered in
this study. Therefore, subsequent studies should give more
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attention to the exclusion criteria and explore more objec-
tive clinical data. (4) This study only includes samples from
2020, and the smaller sample size does not exclude the pos-
sibility of a Class II error. Thus, the sample size should be
expanded to increase the confidence of this study.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the 3DE index and the TYG index were
identified as influencing factors for the long-term progno-
sis of patients after PCI, and a correlation existed between
the two indexes. The combination of 3DE and the TYG
index could improve the predictive efficiency of the long-
term prognosis of patients after PCI. The role of 3DE com-
bined with the TYG index in evaluating long-term progno-
sis after PCI should be fully confirmed by multicenter and
long-term follow-up studies with larger samples in the fu-
ture.
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